
They have 600 acres of land and rent a further 
200 acres. The business is run as a Partnership, 
consisting of Mr and Mrs Smith and Mr Smith’s 88 
year old mother, Victoria. Victoria owns 50%  
of the land farmed by the Partnership (having 
previously farmed it with her husband, Albert, 
when he was alive).

Mr and Mrs Smith have three children
•	Benjamin (28)
•	Kevin (25)
•	Sarah (20)

Benjamin is single and actively involved with  
the farm and expects to take over the farming 
business when his parents retire. Currently,  
he is in charge of a small fleet of lorries owned  
by the Partnership: some of which are used for 
transporting in bulk the Smith’s own crops after 
harvest, some of which move crops for other 
growers, and one of which is used for  
transporting livestock to market.

Kevin has his own successful catering business 
called KS Catering, which currently operates

from premises in Bedford. Kevin would like to 
bring his business to the farm in order to use 
one of the vacant barns as his headquarters. 
Mr and Mrs Smith would like to help him in this 
way and don’t need the barn at the moment, 
but they are aware that at some point in the 
future the barn might be required again and  
would like to be able to take it back if necessary.

Kevin has recently recruited Sofia to help him  
in his business. Sofia is Italian and has come  
to Bedfordshire because she has cousins living 
here. She is due to start work at the end of 
September and has asked if she could rent a 
room in one of the farm cottages so that she is 
close to work. Some of the Smiths’ other 
employees also live there.

Kevin has recently become engaged to Annie 
who is coming to live with him on the farm. 
They plan to get married in December 2017.

Victoria is pleased that at least two of her 
grandchildren will be living and working at the

farm even if they are not both farming, but having 
met Annie, who was born and brought up in 
London, she is not sure that it will suit Annie  
to live in the country and is worried that the 
marriage might not work out.

Sarah still lives with her parents in the farmhouse 
and is doing a stable management course.  
She would like to own her own livery yard in  
the future and hopes that there will be scope  
for this on the farm.

Mr and Mrs Smith’s neighbours have recently 
installed some wind turbines and have been  
telling them that they receive a good income  
from them. Mr and Mrs Smith are interested in 
trying something similar but are unsure of what 
they ought to be considering.

The Smith family instruct various members of 
Woodfines’ specialist Agricultural Law team in 
order to obtain advice or legal support on the 
issues affecting them and the farm.

Meet the Smiths
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As previously detailed, Kevin intends to move his 
catering business, KS Catering, into the vacant 
barn on Hollow Farm and employ Sofia to assist 
the business. She will also be moving into a room 
in one of the farm’s cottages.

Woodfines’ Commercial Property team have 
advised Mr and Mrs Smith that it would be wise  
to deal with Kevin’s tenancy of the barn on a 
formal basis, especially as KS Catering is to  
pay the Partnership rent for the use of the barn.  
A tenant who has been in occupation of premises 
for business purposes for a year or more will 
accrue rights to remain in occupation of those 
premises under the Landlord & Tenant Act 1954. 
The Partnership should have a formal lease drawn 
up and before it is completed, formal notice will 
need to be served on Kevin that he is giving up 
his rights of occupation and he will need to give a 
declaration that he understands that and is happy 
to do so. The lease should then also allow the 
Partnership to terminate it early if they need to get 
the barn back for their own use.

In relation to letting a cottage to Sofia, since this 
will be a new letting post-October 2015, the Smiths 
will need to ensure that Sofia has a valid visa to 
enable her to work in England for at least as long 
as the term of the tenancy which is being granted 
to her. If she does not have a valid visa, the Smiths 
cannot rent a room to her. If her visa runs out,  
the Smiths must evict her. This is an ongoing 
obligation on any landlord in relation to every adult 
who is going to occupy a room in the cottage.  
The Smiths would be advised to keep a copy of 
Sofia’s relevant passport and visa so that they can 
ensure that they have proof that the requirements 
have been met.

They must ensure that there is a carbon  
monoxide monitor in every room in which there  
is a solid fuel heat source and there must be  
a smoke alarm on every floor. The Smiths  
must attend to this immediately if they have  
not already done so.

Finally, if Sofia is to provide any rent deposit,  
it must be protected in one of the specified 
Tenancy Deposit Schemes and the Smiths  
must formally notify her of the name of the 
Scheme and give her prescribed information 
within 30 days. Failure to do so would prevent 
them being able to terminate the tenancy if they 
needed to at the end of the first six months.

For further advice on any Property or Land  
related issue, please contact a member  
of our team on 01767 680251, or email 
agriculture@woodfines.co.uk

With regard to whether the installation of wind 
turbines or a solar farm would be feasible,  
the Smiths need to consider:

•	 Whether they would want to apply for  
planning consent themselves at their own  
cost speculatively and then enter into a  
lease with a utility company

•	 Or whether they would want to grant a utility 
company an option to take a lease if a planning 
application is successful

•	 Or whether they are likely to require the area  
of land which would be the subject of such 
application. The Smiths need to bear in mind 
that granting an option over land means that if 
the pre-condition (i.e. planning consent) is 
satisfied at any time during the option period, 
they will be obliged to grant the lease referred 
to in the Option Agreement regardless of 
whether their own circumstances or 
requirements have then changed.

We recommend speaking to one of our 
experienced Commercial Property lawyers for 
advice on these options for landowners, as the 
‘right’ option will vary depending on the owner’s 
individual circumstances.

“Can I move my 
catering business 
onto the farm?”

“Should we consider installing 
wind turbines at the farm?”
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The family have operated their haulage fleet using 
a Standard Operator’s Licence originally issued 
more than 30 years ago. However, a year ago, 
one of the lorries laden with grain was stopped by 
DVSA at a routine roadside check, just after it had 
set out from the farm.

An inspection of the vehicle revealed a flat spot on 
the tread of one tyre and significant damage to the 
sidewall of two other tyres, no doubt from rough 
terrain. The vehicle was prohibited from continuing 
on its journey. The driver was asked to produce 
his daily defect book record for the day which 
showed he had checked the vehicle but had 
found no defects on it – when the examiners 
looked further it seemed that his was a vehicle on 
which no defect ever arose since there were no 
reported defects going back over several months. 
In addition, the vehicle was about 8% overweight 
for which the driver was issued with a roadside 
fixed penalty.

When the driver was asked to produce his 
tachograph records, some were missing and 
many of those that were produced were not 
completed correctly and/or also showed break 
and other drivers’ hour’s offences. To make 
matters worse the driver was unable to provide his 

Driver Qualification Card (DQC) to show that he 
was fully trained as a vocational driver (known as 
Driver CPC).

As a result of this, the DVSA arranged a visit to  
the Smith’s farm to inspect maintenance records, 
drivers’ hour’s records and to check all the 
arrangements in place to comply with their operator’s 
licence, as well as ascertaining the reason for the 
lack of the Driver CPC. This visit revealed that there 
appeared to be an absence of any kind of proper 
vehicle checking system, the drivers were not 
checked and there was no proper management  
of drivers’ hours by the Smiths or any regime to 
avoid overloading. No operator’s licence update 
training of any kind had ever taken place and it was 
not understood that, unless exempt, all professional 
drivers must possess a DQC having completed the 
necessary training (35 hours’ training every 5 years 
once qualified).

Due to this, the Smiths were summoned to a 
hearing before the Traffic Commissioner, a Public 
Inquiry, at which they were required to explain the 
absence of proper management systems. They 
had never experienced this before and it was an 
unpleasant experience. The Traffic Commissioner 
insisted that Mr and Mrs Smith undergo operator’s 
licence awareness training and reduced by two 
vehicles the number of lorries the Smiths could 
operate for a period of three months. Mr Smith 
was the nominated transport manager on the 
licence but had had no refresher training since first 
obtaining his qualification 25 years ago, so it was 
ordered that the Partnership should either

ensure he underwent two-day refresher training or 
Benjamin should become the nominated transport 
manager as he holds the relevant qualification.

The TC also required the Smiths to arrange for an 
external auditor to review their systems every six 
months and to provide a copy of those reports,  
to ensure standards are maintained. The Smiths 
were warned that future conduct of this nature 
might very well lead to loss of the Operator’s Licence.

Such an experience is often a wake-up call for a 
family business. It is very easy for an agricultural 
business that has to comply with various sets of 
regulations on different fronts to let things slip.  
This can often happen where the transport 
element may be a small, though important,  
part of the business and is overlooked.  
Often operations take place for years with nothing 
adverse happening, so a false sense of security 
occurs and complacency sets in, when in fact the 
business needs to keep up-to-date and engage  
in ongoing education and training. Failure to 
comply with basic requirements of a licence can, 
and sadly does, lead to the loss of the licence, 
without which transport operations cannot take 
place. Benjamin should have been in touch for 
early advice and intervention. Woodfines can help 
with any transport-related matters and are also 
able to offer systems audits and a retainer advice 
service to assist with the smooth operation of 
such activities.

For further advice on transport matters, please 
contact Tim Ridyard on 01223 411 421 or 
email tridyard@woodfines.co.uk

“One of our lorries was stopped 
and we’ve been called to a  
Public Inquiry, could we lose  
our haulage operations?”
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The Government have recently made various 
announcements about proposed infrastructure 
projects in our region; for example:

•	 A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement 
Scheme, involving a new section of A14 
running south of Huntingdon from Brampton 
Hut to Swavesey Junction

•	 Completing the dualling of A428 from M1 to 
Cambridge, involving a new section between 
A1 Black Cat roundabout and Caxton Gibbet 

•	 Improvements to A1 between A1(M) at  
Baldock and Brampton

•	 East-West rail link (Bedford to Cambridge 
section via Sandy) 

Mr and Mrs Smith fear that some of their 
farm land may be affected by one or more 
of these schemes.

Woodfines’ Commercial Property team have 
advised them that it is not necessarily all doom  
and gloom, because such projects can 
sometimes create long term development 
potential. However, as soon as a landowner  
(or tenant) learns their land may be affected in  
any way by any such projects, it is vital that they 
contact their land agent immediately.

A good land agent can, hopefully, mitigate some 
of the possible adverse effects of such projects 
by negotiating at the earliest stage with the 
acquiring authority (e.g. Highways England).

It may be possible for the route of the new road  
or its associated schemes, such as drainage,  
soil storage, compound sites, to be tweaked 
slightly to benefit the landowner or tenant.

Compensation is payable for land required for  
any part of the project involved in a Compulsory 
Purchase Order and for disturbance whilst the 
project is under way. Here again, the land agent’s 
role is very important to achieve the best possible 
compensation. Agents’ fees should usually also be 
paid by the acquiring authority – a small blessing.

Tax advice should be sought from the Smiths’ 
accountant, as it is possible that Capital Gains  
Tax may be payable on some or all of the 
compensation receivable. 

As can be seen, advising on such an issue is a 
team effort because we, as lawyers acting for a 
landowner, will ultimately be involved in any land 
transfers or deeds relating to rights of way, 
drainage, etc, but that involvement is invariably  
at quite a late stage after all issues have been 
agreed and the relevant works have commenced.

If you or your rural business are affected by 
any of the issues detailed in this newsletter,  
please contact a member of our specialist 
Agricultural Law team on 01767 680251 or 
email agriculture@woodfines.co.uk

“We face losing land to new road 
developments, what can we do?”

Join us at our annual Agriculture Conference 
– February 2017, Bedfordshire. For further 
information and booking, contact Kerry on 
kransby@woodfines.co.uk

www.woodfines.co.uk
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